


Main Theme

love story as old as time, about the present, set in the future. 

Design Concept

The design of  the home should incorporate people’s fantasy 
about future world - absurd and non-realistic. It is about the 
excitement and fear that people face when they are about to 
step into a new era.  The Lemmond’s home is upscale and 
minimalist, and it feels like an uncomfortably perfect space.

a combination of  Y2K, vapor wave and retro-futurism.



General Style



Color Palette

Environment, furniture

Appliances, props, food, light



Texture

wood

holographic paper

Metallic

clear acrylic



Shape

organic shape geometric



Large round objects and 
smooth edges bring out 

the core of  retro futurism



Quinn’s Bedroom

neon square

oragnic shape mirror

organic shape lamp

organic shape seating/ cusion

orb lamp

table top decor



Dining / Living room

round pendant light

orb tv

dining chair dining chair

metallic lounge chair



Kitchen Appliances

metal Wood & glass

Organic shape



The Memory Disc

Each memory is disc is manufactured from 
the same company. You can locate the 
company logo and their own barcode on 
the cartridge. 

The barcode could a total new design or a 
QR code. If  the audiences scan the QR 
code, they could be directed to a specific 
website which can be an easter egg of  the 
film.



The Smartphone

clear smartphone just like how you 
imagined it to be back in 2000s.

We could simply make it by cutting out 
shapes on acrylic sheet.



Props



Prop Food



Graphic Style

Quinn’s Bedroom Dining Room
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